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Kitchen Earth Science: brain stimulation by hands-on
experiments

convener:Ichiro Kumagai(School of Science and Engineering, Meisei University), Miwa Kuri(International
Research Institute of Disaster Science, Tohoku University), Kei Kurita
Sun. May 20, 2018 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM  Poster Hall (International Exhibition Hall7, Makuhari Messe)
Kitchen Earth Science aims at understanding a natural phenomenon in Earth and planetary sciences by
analogue experiments using goods and tools in our daily life. Analogue experiments have a function to
unveil the fundamental physics governing the phenomenon. At the same time, they essentially include
uncertainties so that unexpected results are frequently obtained, which have a potential for surprising
discoveries. These findings also provide a good opportunity for deeply thinking, and raise new questions
to explore. Such experience is precious not only for young researchers in Earth and planetary sciences,
but also non-expert people who need a scientific thinking to live wisely. In the session of this year, we
again focus on "advantages of doing hands-on science experiments" and discuss the significance of
analogue experiments with uncertainties, which cause unpredictable results: even if the experiment
fails, we learn a lot of things from the failure which may lead to a great success. We are accepting a
variety of experimental researches and case studies on scientific education such as introductory
educational experiments for Earth and planetary sciences in elementally and junior/high schools, general
science education and interdisciplinary researches in post-high schools, and new approaches to citizen
science and outreach. We welcome all the participants who are interested in Kitchen Earth Science to
stimulate your brain by hands-on science experiments.
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Kitchen earth science aims to excite scientific curiosity through the five physical senses in our daily life-
style experiments. Not in the virtual worlds but using our hands stimulates our brain. To do this the
essential point is simple set-up to start experiments with ease. The selection of kitchen materials can
provide a way with low &quot;activation energy&quot;. At the same time, to excite curiosity selection
of the experimental material is quite important so as the experiments contain a flavor of enigma.
Variety of food additives to modify food texture are one of the ideal materials for kitchen experiments.
In this presentation we report complex rheology of kelzan and its curious behaviors which would be
useful in designing kitchen earth science experiments. 
Kelzan is a comercial product of xanthan gum as a foodaditive, which is used as a thickner to control
rheology. This is famous for having strong shear-thinning rheology. Because of this as well as clear
transparency kelzan has been used extensively as a demonstration material for a complex fluid( eg.
Placios-Morales and Zenit,2013, Velez-Cordero and Zenit 2011). Here we show several examples of
curious behavior of kelzan, which can be used as seeds in applications of kitchen earth science. 
Particle cluster formation during sedimentation 
Sedimentation process is universally observed in various situations of earth science such as the core
formation and in evolving magma chamber and in the ocean. During sedimentation specific structural
patterns are observed to be formed by fluid dynamical interactions, which control overall efficiency of
differentiation. 
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In sedimentation of glass beads particles through kelzan solutions particle clusters are easily formed.
This can be demonstrated in comparison with the case of Newtonian fluid,glycerol solution. In Newtonian
fluid initial fluctuation of particle concentration grows to form a large cluster. Since a larger cluster has
a larger sinking velocity a larger cluster captures and entrains particles and smaller clusters and grows
faster. In shear-thinning fluid intermediate-sized clusters are formed at relatively early stage so that
size distribution of the cluster is different. At the wake of fast-moving cluster local viscosity becomes
lower than the surrounding area because of shear-thinning nature so that the particles can be entrained
into this region effectively. This controls the aggregation process. 
Bubble trains and bubble interaction 
When air bubbles are introduced by air-diffuser placed at the bottom of the fluid container with
regulated air supply, bubble curtan is formed during the ascent. In kelzan solution width of the curtain is
thinner and the location is stable without fluctuation. Then the curtain separates into several bubble
trains. In the bubble train a pair of bubble is frequently formed. This is also due to local decrease of
viscosity at higher fluid velocity. 
Throughout these experiments kelzan solution provides a good example in understanding importance of
structure formation. These simple experiments can be extended and implemented in the various contexts
of earth science. We will show these examples as image gallery in the presentation.


